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What’s 
happening, and 

why?



Timeline
What we know so far:

MARCH 16TH 2022

Google announces the 
upcoming deprecation of 

Universal Analytics

JULY  1ST 2023

Standard Universal 
Analytics properties will 

stop processing new hits

OCTOBER  1ST  2023

Extended deadline for 
analytics 360 properties

‘AT LEAST’ 6 MONTHS  
AFTER JULY 1ST

No longer able to access 
previously processed data 

in Universal Analytics

‘FUTURE DATE’

Universal Analytics 
properties will no longer be 

available



First, a little background

Image credit: https://louder.com.au/2021/06/16/client-based-tagging-vs-server-side-tagging/



What is GA4 and 
what’s different 

about it?



Not really ‘new’

Not an automatic upgrade

Not the same as it was when first 
released

A fundamentally different 
product to UA

Built with a privacy-first future in 
mind

Able to provide more complete 
data than UA

What is Google Analytics 4?



GA4 v Universal Analytics

DATA MODEL & TECHNOLOGY USER INTERFACE & REPORTING



The rate of change

→ Feature release cadence is at least once per month

→ Anticipation around features present in UA but 

missing in GA4, including annotations 

→ ~18 releases in the last 6 months 

→ Lots more to come, we expect 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SHDLJ8oaTS213kAZbW_bBHwuGK1Q39L1/preview


Differences in how GA4 works

Differences in how GA4 works



The data model

Universal Analytics: Different types of hits with a fixed data 
schema and customisation through 20 custom dimensions 
and 20 custom metrics 

Google Analytics 4: All hit types are ‘events’ with a 
customisable data schema to suit your needs. User-scoped 
custom dimensions are capped at 25 and event custom 
dimensions and metrics each capped at 50. 

→ User measurement can differ
→ Sessions do not exist in GA4

Events rather than variable hits 



Channel Groupings New GA4 Default Channel 
Groupings

→ Organic Shopping

→ Paid Shopping

→ Organic Video

→ Paid Video

→ Paid Other

→ Audio

→ SMS

→ Mobile Push Notifications

Big step forward in GA4 

→ Lots more default groupings - including 
channels which were harder to capture

→ New Paid Social & Organic Social 
channels 

→ Easier to manage with more reliance on 
common utm tags 

 



The technology

→ Better privacy support out of the box

→ Increased focus on machine learning

→ Combined web and app tracking 

→ More default tracking out of the box



Differences in how GA4 works

Differences in the interface and 
reporting



Attribution modelling property-wide



Machine 
Learning 
features

→ Predictive metrics

→ Predictive audiences

→ ‘Insights’ 

Examples of ML in action



Events and 
conversions

→ Manage events from the user 
interface

→ Set conversion actions from 
existing events with a menu 
click

→ Modify and create new events 
from within the interface

Simpler event configurations



Exploration 



Funnel Exploration

Image credit: analyticsmania.com



Custom menus



What does all this 
mean for 

marketers?



Get set up
→ Set up a GA4 property

→ Configure your GA4 property to closely match existing 
properties 

→ Max out your data retention, if you can 

→ Bring your IT/web developer team on the journey with 
you as there will be additional work for them



Understand 
the data 
differences → Prepare for differences in reported data between the 

platforms 

→ Prepare to lose ‘sessions’ as a metric 

→ Consider pulling in GA4 data into your reports earlier 
rather than later

→ Help educate your stakeholders on the upcoming 
changes



Consider 
expert 
support Over the next year or so, there will be additional 

recommended changes to your ad tech and web tracking 
setup. 

→ GA implementation and configuration 

→ Data layer & ecommerce migration 

→ Server-side tagging setup 

→ As of yet unknown changes required by other advertising 
and analytics vendors

Additional challenges will be just down the 
road 



Thank you for listening

If you have any further questions or think we can help, please email;

hello@impression.co.uk 

Or visit

www.impression.co.uk 

mailto:hello@impression.co.uk
http://www.impression.co.uk

